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Current stem cell reports impact factor 2017

Click on each keyword to figure out more stem cell reports – Journal Impact Log Effects 2019-2020 stem cell reports are 5600, which is only updated in 2020. Compared to historical journal impact data, the metric of stem cell accounts decreased by 18.72% in 2019. The journal of effects quartile of stem cell messages is Q1. The impact of an academic journal
is a metric metric that reflects the annual average number of citations received by recent articles published in the journal. It is often used as a metric for the relative importance of the journal in its field; magazines with higher magazine influences are often considered more important than those with lower ones. The results are set out the average number of
citations received in the relevant year (2019) in the documents published in the previous two years (2017-2018). Note that the impact of the 2019 magazine is reported in 2020; they cannot be calculated until all publications for 2019 have been processed by the Indexing Agency. In addition to the 2-year Journal impact, the 3-year Journal of Impact can provide
additional insights and factors on the impact of stem cell reports. Page 2Page 3Page 4Page 5 Academic JournalStem Cell Reviews DisciplineRegenerative MedicineLanguageLanguageEd Details By Martin PeraPublication DetailsHistory2013-presentPublisherCell PressBievenksMonthlyOpen accessYesEkrietne factor6032 (2019)Standard abbreviationsISO 4
(4) · Bluebook (alt1 · alt2)NLM (alt) · MathSciNet (alt) ISO 4Stem Cell Rep.IndexingCODEN · Justs (alt) · LCCN (alt)MIAR · NLM (alt) · ScopusISSN2213-6711LCCN2013243500OCLC No.852641949Links Journal Online Access Stem Cell Reports is a monthly review-review review as an open access journal covering research into stem cells. It was
established in 2013 and is published online online by Cell Press. It is the official journal of the International Society for Stem Cell Research. The editor-in-chief is Martin Pera (Jackson's Laboratory). According to the Journal Quote Reports, the journal has a 2019 impact factor of 6032. 2018 journal quote reports. Web of Science (Science ed.). Clarivate
Analytics. 2019. External links Official website This article about biology journal is incomplete. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vteSee tips for writing articles on academic journals. You can find more suggestions on the conversation page of the article. Retrieved from the looking for a stem cell log? Top magazines in terms of the amount of stem cell
articles published under Scopus. If you need to publish your latest fascinating stem cell manuscript or want to read some stem cell and regenerative drug articles, you need a list of stem cells and regenerative drug magazines. In 2013, I published this kind, but now that it's 2018, I realized that we need a new, updated list. It also seems like a good first post of
the year. Since 2013, some magazines have disappeared, while other new magazines have opened up. For example, npj Regenerative medicine is new, but there are others. According to Scopus, you can see the top 10 magazines for the quantity of articles published with the Stem Cells title. It does not take into account the quality of the products or the
impact. (If you're looking for a carefree read as well, I also had a satirical post made up of stem cell magazines with humorous names.) Here is a list of stem cells and regenerative medicine journals for 2018. Note that I'm not supporting these, but think you'll find the list useful. If you see someone you believe is predatory on this list, please email me. What's
your favorite stem cell magazine? I've tried to include the latest impact factor (IF) numbers where possible, and other comments that reflect my perspective or experience with magazines. Keep in mind that broader magazines such as Science, Blood, PLOS ONE, Nature, Cells, and others publish a lot of stem cell articles too. Stem Cell ReportsISSN 2213-6711
(online) Note: The impact factor shown here is equivalent to citescore and is therefore used as a substitute for the same. Citescore is produced by Scopus and may be slightly higher or different compared to the impact factor produced by the Journal Citation Report. Please refer to the science network data source to verify the exact metric component ™ the
metric of the log impact analysis (Thomson Reuters). Title Current Stem Cell Reports Publication Type Journal Topics Area, Categories, Scope Cell Biology (Q3); Developmental Biology (Q3); Genetics (Q3); Molecular Biology (Q3) h-index 11 Overall Rank/Ranking 6257 SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) 0.761 Impact Factor 2.05 Publisher Springer International
Publishing AG Country Switzerland ISSN 2198786 About Current Stem Cell Reports Current Stem Cell Reports is a journal covering technology/fields/categories related to Cell Biology (Q3); Developmental Biology (Q3); Genetics (Q3); Molecular Biology (Q3). It is published by Springer International Publishing AG. The total ranking of current stem cell accounts
is 6257. According to SCImago Journal Rank (SJR), this journal is ranked 0.761. It looks at the number of citations received in the magazine and the meaning of the magazines from where these citations come from. SJR acts as an alternative to the log exposure factor (or the average number of citations received over the last 2 years). The h index for this log is
11. The best quartile in this magazine is Q3. IsSN's current stem cell reference log is 21987866. The International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) is a unique code of 8 digits. It is used magazines, newspapers, periodicals and magazines in all forms, be it the printed media or electronic. Current stem cell reports are quoted in 198 articles over the last 3 years
(before 2018). Current stem cell reports Impact Factor 2018-2019 Current Stem Cell Reporting Impact Factor (IF) 2018 is 2.05, which is calculated in 2019 according to its definition. Current stem cell reports for IF are increased by 0.69 and an approximate percentage change of 50.74% compared to the previous year 2017, which shows an upward trend. The
academic journal impact factor (IF), also designated as a journal impact factor (JIF), is the annual average number of citations per recent articles published in this journal. Current stem cell reports impact ratio 2019 Prediction if 2018 current stem cell reports is 2.05. If the same upward trend persists, the joule effect rate may increase in 2019. Current Stem Cell
Reports h-index Current Stem Cell Reports is h-index 11. This means that 11 articles in this magazine have more than 11 quotes. Index H is a way of assessing the productivity of publications and the impact of citations. The H index is defined as the maximum value h so that a given magazine/author has published h documents that are mentioned at least h
number of times. Current Stem cell messages is issn current stem cell messages issn is 21987866. ISSN is a unique code of 8 digits. It is used to recognition magazines, newspapers, periodicals and journals in all forms, whether it be printed or electronic. Current Stem Cell Reports Rank and SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) Total Rank for Current Stem Cell
Reports is 6,257. According to SCImago Journal Rank (SJR), this journal is ranked 0.761. It looks at the number of citations received in the magazine and the meaning of the magazines from where these citations come from. Current Stem Cell Reports Publisher Current Stem Cell Reports is published by Springer International Publishing AG. It is a publishing
house located in Switzerland. The history of this magazine's coverage is as follows: 2015. The organization or person who processes printing and distributing printed or digital publications is called Publisher. How to Publish Current Stem Cell Reports If Your Research Area Is/Is Related to Cell Biology (Q3); Developmental Biology (Q3); Genetics (Q3); Molecular
Biology (Q3), then you can visit the official website of the journal. To check the acceptance level of this log, visit here. Visit the official website of the magazine/conference to call the document, the submission guidelines, the date of notification and the deadlines for submission. Source: Countries you can find more information about getting published in this
journal here: Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology Stem Cell Reports is an open access forum announcing basic findings in stem cell research, in addition to translation and clinical trials. Stem Cell Reports focuses on shorter, single-point manuscripts that report original studies with conceptual or practical developments that are of broad interest to
stem cell biologists and clinicians. Given the rapidly growing impact of stem cell research on regenerative medicine and tissue engineering, Stem Cell Reports encourages the submission of manuscripts whose scope bridges these areas of research. The journal also encourages reports on robust new methods of biological importance and/or the potential to
promote the application of basic laboratory cleansing in the clinic. Stem cell reports contribute to the transparency of stem cell research and related research opportunities through the publication of confirmatory findings, negative results and adverse events. Stem cell messages include: -Embryonic stem cells -Adult stem cells -Reprogra pping to pluripotency
and linear conversion-Directed differentiation-stem cells-Genetic and epigenetic mechanisms-Stem cells development-Stem cell niche-Cancer stem cells-Disease modeling and drug screening-Stem cell therapy-Clinical studies regenerative medicine-Tissue engineering and biomaterials-imaging and diagnostic-stem cell products, production, and quality control
- Ethical, legal and social issues
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